
Method

A three stage online survey was used with a range
of stakeholders (n=127) that included teachers,
trainers, school leaders and policymakers. An initial
unreflected response was followed by a more
specific one and then consideration for how
context-specific the value of these attributes may be,
considering student age and ability.

Open text responses were inductively coded until a
set of separate and stable attribute categories were
established. There were 593 different coded responses
from Stage I and 320 from Stage II.
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Discussion and Implications

The survey directly asked about the physics aspects
of the teacher, however most attributes mentioned
were not physics specific. In final reflections,
respondents categorised 75% of their chosen
attributes as being applicable to all subjects.

This raises the question: What is so special about
being a physics teacher? and to what extent are
attributes truly subject specific? For example, is the
nature of the physics subject knowledge required by
physics teachers different from other subjects?

Relationships between attributes are inevitable and
difficult to disentangle. A good explanation will
require strong subject knowledge and perhaps an
understanding of the relevant conceptual challenges.

However, there are attributes that are either unique
or significantly more important to physics teachers
which will be the focus of the next phase of research.

Next Steps

Data from an adapted version of the survey used
with students studying physics at school (11-18) is
being analysed to gain a broader perspective (n=220).

Combined findings and analysis will help inform a
more in-depth study of English trainee physics
teachers progressing through their pre-service
teacher education into their early careers. This will
focus in particular on the physics specific attributes
as mentioned above.

What is a ‘good’ physics teacher?
Views from the English education community.

Background and Context

In England, reduced numbers are entering physics
teaching and increased numbers are leaving.

Pre-service training routes have expanded with a
move away from university-based models to
school-centred ones. Established research on
general teacher preparation (e.g. Darling-
Hammond & Bransford, 2005) and with science
and/or physics specific perspectives (e.g. Berry,
Friedrichsen, & Loughran, 2015; Sandifer & Brewe,
2015) exist but the extent to which this is
incorporated into teacher preparation programmes
is limited and varies significantly across the
different training routes.

This calls into question the quality of teacher
preparation given to new entrants to the profession.
The hope is that this work can feed into a set of
subject specific expectations (desirable or required)
to help strengthen the profession.

Research Questions

This stakeholder survey was designed to explore
perceptions in the English education community
about a necessary and sufficient set of attributes
that are either required or desirable for
secondary school (11-18) physics teachers.

RQ1: What do a range of stakeholders see as the
key attributes of a ‘good’ physics teacher?

RQ2: To what extent do stakeholders see the
value of these attributes being context specific
with respect to age and academic ability of
students?
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RQ2: To what extent do stakeholders see the value of these attributes being context specific 
with respect to age and academic ability of students?

Were there differences between responses at Stage I and Stage II?

Stage I: Open 
description of 

a ‘good’ 
physics 
teacher

Stage II: 
Describe three 
attributes of a 
specific ‘good’ 
physics teacher

Stage III: 
Context-specific 

questions on 
these chosen 

attributes

In most cases, attributes were seen as being of equal value to students of all ability and all age ranges. 
However:

A significant minority of respondents felt that subject knowledge is;

• more important for older students (16-19 year old).

• more important for academically able students.

A significant minority feel that the attribute good explainer/communicator is more important for less 
academically able students.

Mentioned by over 25% of 
respondents

Mentioned by between 15% and 25% of 
respondents

Notes

Subject Knowledge Good Student Relationships

Subject knowledge was by far 
the most common attribute, 
mentioned by around 60% 

respondents (n=127).

Stage I: 35 attributes 
Stage II: 17 attributes

Good Explainer/Communicator Engaging

Enthusiastic Character/Personality

Professional Love of Subject

Makes Physics Relevant/ Provides 
Context

Uses Practical Work and Demonstrations

Appreciates the Conceptual 
Challenges

Appreciates the Mathematical Challenges

Breaks Ideas into Steps

Attributes with more responses at Stage I  
(general/unreflected description)

Attributes with more 
responses at Stage II 

(specific physics teacher)
Notes

Breaks Ideas into Steps** Character/Personality Inclusion criteria: attribute 
mentioned by at least 15% of cohort 
and at least 2.5 times more often at 

one stage than another. 

* mentioned >5 times more often 
** not mentioned at all in other stage 

Appreciates the Mathematical Challenges* Good Student Relationships

Appreciates the Conceptual Challenges*

Makes Physics Relevant/ Provides Context

Love of Subject

What is so special about 
being a physics teacher?

General 
Attributes

? ? ?

Physics Specific Attributes

Practical 
Work

Mathematical 
Challenges

Conceptual 
Challenges ?
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RQ1: What do a range of stakeholders see as the key attributes of a ‘good’ physics teacher?


